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In our research, we focused on the trends of
deregulation and decentralisation over the
last 50 years in relation with the building.
For the socia l is t era Hungary, the
establishment of the actual building was an
important step in the slow progress of
opening to the West. The “consolidation of
economy”, introduced in 1961, and the “new
economic mechanism” in 1966 by Kádár's
cabinet had boosted international trade
-mostly with COMECON (KGST) countries-
to new heights. The growing supply of
goods led to the opening of new state-
owned department stores all over the
country in the 70's and 80's, the youngest of
those being SKÁLA METRO itself. The even
more liberal ideas of “perestroika” were just
made official before the opening, which
made it possible for Western brands such
as KMART and Benetton to establish
business relations with SKÁLA. Being the
highest-profile store in Budapest, the
building also played an important role of
representation in the international politics:
many foreign officials, dictators and kings
were guided through the building.

  The political structure of that time was
vertical – the city authority, the developer
and the tenant were all state controlled. The
turn of 1989 made this structure more
horizontal, giving city council independence
from the government, and privatising the
company SKÁLA. The building fell a victim
of radical deregulation of the real-estate
market. The office floor had been left empty
for over 20 years for speculative reasons,
and the 00's boom of new city malls almost
emptied the commercial floors of the

building as well. The even more drastic
privatisation of housing also came with
unseen side-effects: more homeless people
living on the streets filling the area around
Nyugati (and SM) with marginalised people.
Recently the situation at Nyugati is due to
change. The “Pláza stop” law prohibiting
construction of shopping malls, the ban on
“habitual residence” in designated public
spaces including the Nyugati Square and
the underpass beneath it and the now
approved plans to redesign Nyugati Square
so as to be more inviting for the middle
class will probably reposition SKÁLA in the
city. The fact that the building is already
home to many creat ive businesses
enhances this process. 

The vertical power structure behind the birth
of SKÁLA METRO has made it virtually
untouchable: it is exceeding plot borders as
well as current height limitations so
demolition and rebuilding would result in a
smaller volume, and smaller space to let. 
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